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Spotswood

Summary
Anatole is currently focused on the Research & Development
of a disruptive technology for increasing the capacity for power
generation on the planet based on the proof of concept for an
overlooked scientific principle in nature.
“Anatole’s expertise includes the ability to provide a high level
overview of patent issues while managing a patent portfolio and
designing a patent strategy which fits with the commercialisation
of a product/process.” David Clark: Partner, Blake Dawson Patent
Services, 2004
“Anatole has displayed considerable judgment, tenacity and good
decision making in corporate governance issues. He is able to take a
transaction through its entire life process, from original presentation,
negotiation, documentation and settlement.” Peter McCrohon BA,
LLB, M.Com, M.Tax, Partner, MBP Legal, 2004
Expertise & Experience
He has more than 20 years expertise and experience in
R&D of disruptive, innovative technology from inception to
commercialisation.
Anatole founded Global Valve Technology Ltd (GVT) in 1999. It
has been investigating disruptive Technologies. To date, it has
successfully commercialised three innovative, disruptive patented
products of value to the community into a highly conservative water
industry market.
He is an inventor, composer, filmmaker, author & entrepreneur
with 40 years experience of initiating, developing and successfully
implementing major technology and creative projects. He was
involved in humanitarian & environmental projects since the early
70’s, working with many world leaders.
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He published "Soft Diamond Light" in 2010, a philosophical treatise,
introducing the "Universal Manifestation Principle". He is focused
on turning the world around by going beyond what we thought was
possible!
COMMENTS
“…was very impressed with your work.” Joseph Chilton Pearce, U.S.
Senate Adviser on Early Childhood Development, speaker & best
selling author, "Magical Child".
“Her Majesty Queen Noor has requested me to convey Her
appreciation for sending her a copy of the letter to the Prime Minister
of Australia, which She read with interest, and for your commitment
to humanitarian causes.” Private Secretary to HM Queen Noor of
Jordan, 2002
"I suppose I can cite as an example a publication earlier this year by
Mr Anatole Kononewsky, a Senior Research Officer at the Institute.
Mr Kononewsky made the first detailed analysis of just what it was
actually costing to maintain the criminal justice system throughout
Australia." - THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL MR R.J. ELLICOTT Q.C.,
12 November 1976.

Experience
"Heart of Australia" (October 26)
Founder
October 2020 - Present (1 year)
Australia

The day celebrating the Heart of of Australia (26 October) was founded by
Anatole, inspired by the song, "Heart of Australia". The song was composed
with platinum award-winning producers/ song-writers Adrian Hannan and
Barbara Hannan. The Heart Awards were inspired by Maggie Hamilton and
Glen Barry as part of this special day.
On October 26 each year, the Heart of Australia Day will celebrate the living
heart of these lands and its peoples. Uniting Australians to give voice to what
we truly love about each other and the land.
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The song will be officially launched on 26 October 2021.
There will be a special event called the "Journey to the Heart of Australia" on
26 october 2022. The inaugural “HEART AWARDS” for generation Z young
people will also be launched.
The first awards will be presented on 26 OCTOBER 2023.
The Creative Development Team for these initiatives comprises: Anatole
Kononewsky, Glen Barry and Maggie Hamilton.

PowRchanics Holdings Pty Ltd
Chairperson/ Co-Founder
October 2017 - Present (4 years)
Sydney, Australia
PowRchanics Holdings Pty Ltd
PowRchanics Holdings Pty Ltd is the owner of Clean PowR Pty Ltd developing
disruptive, patent pending technology with the potential of increasing the
capacity of both renewable and renewable power generation stations on the
planet.

Inspired Thinking Group Pty Ltd
Founder/ Creative Director

April 2015 - Present (6 years 6 months)
Melbourne, Australia
Inspired Thinking Group
The Inspired Thinking Group is a registered trading name of the Inspired
Thinking Institute Pty Ltd. We currently have three creative projects in
development:
1. An initiative about respecting ourselves, each other and the land (Mother
Earth), focused on facilitating community engagement, understanding and
connection to what makes Australia truly unique and great in the world.
2. A theatrical dance musical inspired by a classical story told by my spiritual
teacher. It incorporates the music I have composed over the last 35 years.
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3. A contemporary ballet to be choreographed to the music of “Only love
matters”. (Released as an album in the Soft Diamond Light package. The 15
tracks were originally created to be heard as one piece of music.)

Clean PowR Pty Limited
Managing Director/ Co-founder/ Co-inventor
November 2012 - Present (8 years 11 months)
Sydney, Australia
Clean PowR Pty Ltd
Anatole was Co-Founder/ Co-Inventor/ of Clean PowR Pty Ltd. It is involved in
Research & Development of disruptive novel clean technologies relating to the
physics for capturing gravitational and electromagnetic forces.

inspired THINKING institute Pty Ltd
Founder/ Executive Chairman
2010 - Present (11 years)
Sydney, Australia

inspired THINKING institute Pty Ltd
Formally called, Quantum Thinking Institute Pty Ltd. It is focused on turning
the world around with creative projects that inspire, uplift and take action
for making this world a better place for everyone. The institute is focused
on understanding how life manifests and how we bring ideas into reality. It
explores how we can awaken our innate, limitless potential through using the
hidden power of meditation, ancient spiritual practices and the intelligence of
the heart.
It's main project to date was the publication of "Soft Diamond Light, Only love
matters".

Global Valve Technology Limited
Founder/ Director
1999 - Present (22 years)
Sydney, Australia

Global Valve Technology Limited
Commercialisation of first SAFE, lead-free, energy-efficient, cost effective
water meter, incorporating patented centreline flow valve for global water
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industry. As Managing Director, Anatole founded GVT in 1999 and lodged the
first patent for GVT. Zero Lead Water Meter (ZLM)
He raised the initial seed funding, developed and managed R&D methodology
for initial prototypes and independent scientific assessment. He became
Executive Chairman of GVT from 2002 bringing together a board of directors,
plus a R&D team. He initiated, developed and managed a global patent
portfolio in a broad range of applications.
He retired as Chairman at the end of 2004 and has remained on the board
as a director ever since. GVT has recently won major water utilities tenders
around Australia for its lead free efficient efficient water meter and is becoming
the market leader in this area.

Earthsupport Technologies Pty Ltd
Founder/ Managing Director
1998 - Present (23 years)

Earthsupport Technologies Pty Ltd
Strategic planning and consulting for the incubation and development of
innovative start-up businesses to commercialisation. Wholly owned and
controlled company founded by Anatole.

Personal
44 years

Author, Composer & Film-maker, Speaker
1977 - Present (44 years)

Anatole was the director and writer for three documentaries. He has composed
music all of his life and is currently working on a musical about reaching our full
human & superhuman potential. He published a timeless piece and truly oneof-a-kind artwork production called, "Soft Diamond Light". It included a special
book and music CD inspired by deep spiritual experiences. He has spoken on
Science and Metaphysics at Aware Business events and was closing speaker
for a major conference in Melbourne to business leaders from around the
world.

Acting (Part-time)

1981 - 1982 (1 year)
After some speech and singing training in 1981, Anatole auditioned for 2 semiprofessional plays, in which he was successful in receiving key roles in both.
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The first play were ""Find Me" by Owen Wymark was first performed in 1977,
and is the true story of Verity Taylor, who grew up in the 60s and 70s, and
whose extremely disruptive personality threw into sharp relief the inability of
various institutions to be able to diagnose or cope with her problems. In the
end, after setting fire to a chair in a mental hospital, Verity was committed to
Broadmoor - a massively strict sentence for someone who needed help, not
locking up. It's definitely not a comedy.
The second play was "Coriolanus" a tragedy by William Shakespeare, based
on the life of the legendary Roman leader. This is one of Shakespeare's later
plays, appearing circa 1607, following on the heels of landmark tragedies such
as King Lear, Macbeth, and Antony and Cleopatra..

V-ProTour Pty Ltd
Co-founder/Director

2004 - May 2011 (7 years)
V-ProTour Pty Ltd
Anatole was responsible for finalising licensing agreements and all IP
development with international golfers. Due to the impact of the financial crisis
the company didn't succeed in raising the total capital required for what was,
and probably still is, a truly great idea!

PRASAD Australia Limited
Director
2004 - 2010 (6 years)

PRASAD Australia Ltd
PRASAD Australia was a not for profit organisation that directly supports a
number of projects in India, which otherwise would not get funds. It is a not
for profit organization which joins a tradition of service with an independent
international charitable network with over 50 years of humanitarian service,
serving 80,000 people per year, operating in more than four countries on three
continents. Programs provide medical, dental and eye care, disaster relief,
nutrition programs, educational development.

Aligned Concepts Pty Ltd
Co-Founder/ Managing Director
1997 - 2000 (3 years)
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Aligned Concepts Pty Ltd
In his capacity as Managing Director, he raised the initial seed funding, carried
out R & D for a patented filtration technology during 1996 to 2000. Anatole
negotiated and signed a license agreement in April, 1998, including royalty
payments. He also negotiated the sale of the companies part-interest in the
Intellectual Property. Filtra Limited was initiated in 1999 as an exit strategy.
At the start of the year 2000 the IP was sold to Filtra Limited for a substantial
shareholding in this company with no further involvement by Anatole.

Before it's Too Late Trust
Founder/Chairman
1992 - 1998 (6 years)

Before it's Too Late Trust
A national model implemented in 1992 that motivated community support
and promoted issues concerning the future of children. The project Involved
the support of many leading celebrities, corporations and community
youth organisations. Robert Kiyosaki and Max walker were the national
media spokesmen for the initiative. It provided the basis for motivating and
empowering; linking and networking, plus getting involved very easily. The
video documentary, "Our Children's Future, in Our hands" formally launched
the project in 1993.

D & d Advertising
Creative Director via Soundin'Good Productions
1995 - 1997 (2 years)
D & d Advertising
Anatole set up his business: Soundin'Good Productions to act as Creative
Director for an Advertising Agency. Projects included: The NSW Toyota
Dealers, major TV/ Radio/ Newspaper media campaign. “Suttons Holden”
Launch/ “Auto Alley” TV Media Campaigns and Corporate Video productions.
“There has been significant comment from some of our competitors along
the lines that the sleeping giant is waking’. Congratulations on a job that is
being well done…” R.F. Lawson, General Manager - Toyota Motor Corporation
Australia, 1997 Major advertising campaign Toyota Motor Corporation
Australia
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ProMedia Limited
Producer

1986 - 1993 (7 years)
Sydney, Australia
ProMedia Limited
Producer of a 16 week Export Development TV Series to the USA showcasing
Australian technology: “A Look Down Under”-- endorsed by Senator Button.
Co-founder of the public company, ProMedia Ltd to raise capital for production.
"Australia wants to link with the world's economy, initiatives such as 'A Look
Down Under’ can help create vital links between companies…" Senator
Button, Launch, TV Series to USA, 1988. “A Look Down Under"

Department of Finance
Deputy Commissioner (Systems)
1983 - 1986 (3 years)

Department of Finance
Responsible for the implementation of a major new computer system, the land
Tax ‘COLLECT’ system. It was awarded a GOLD award in the Technology in
Government Committee’s inaugural “Technology and Computer Productivity
Awards”. It was presented by the Governor General, 1988

The Homeland Foundation
Co-Founder/ Chairman
April 1977 - 1980 (3 years)
Belligen, NSW

The Homeland Foundation Ltd
Administered and managed the running of educational and creative programs
for the foundation.

Australian Institute of Criminology
Senior Research Officer
1974 - 1978 (4 years)

Australian Institute of Criminology
Anatole started his career as Senior Research Officer with the Australian
Institute of Criminology.While at the Australian Institute of Criminology, Anatole
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published his first major research report, "The Cost of the Criminal Justice
System: An analysis" at the bequest of the, then Federal Attorney-General of
Australia, Robert Ellicott. The publication received national media coverage.
Anatole was also responsible for initiating and establishing the original CINCH
service at the Australian Institute of Criminology in 1976. He named it CINCH,
as an acronym for ‘Computerised Information from National Criminological
Holdings’.The service is still operational online more than 40 years later,
‘CINCH - the Australian Criminology Database’.
https://www.aic.gov.au/library-services

UNSW
Computer Operator

1971 - 1973 (2 years)
Kensington, NSW
UNSW Computing Services Unit
Responsible for computer operations of the IBM 360/50 computer system for
the University.

Sebastion Hardie
Band Member Keyboards
1968 - 1972 (4 years)
Australia
Sebastion Hardie
The band formed late in 1968, recruiting students from Sydney's Cabramatta
High School, Jon English on vocals and rhythm guitar, Anatole Kononewsky
(keyboards), Peter Plavsic (ex-The Interns) on bass guitar and his brother
Alex Plavsic on drums. They dropped the 'Blues Band' part to play more poporiented music and were the backing band for legendary Australian rocker
Johnny O'Keefe during 1969. Covering songs from Rolling Stones, The
Beatles, Otis Redding and Wilson Pickett they built a reputation in the Sydney
pub scene.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jon_English#1965.E2.80.9372:_first_bands
http://www.australianmusicdatabase.com/bands/sebastian-hardie
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sebastian_Hardie#1967.E2.80.931973:_Early_years

Education
University of New South Wales
BSc., Computer Science major · (1970 - 1976)

Cabramatta High School
Higher School Certificate, Playing in a Rock&Roll band - Sebastian
Hardie · (1962 - 1969)
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